
What if...
Nick Bostrom's 5 points of 
"Superintelligence" all came true?

(1) AI  (2) Whole Brain Emulation (3) Enhancement of our Biological 
Brain (4) Human Machine Interfaces (5) Networks and Organizations



What if...
The community of alternative societies expands 
drastically in response to economical and political 
crisis, and results in the rejection of technology?
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Extreme Being Extreme Doing



Extreme Doing 

1. Technology - Supercyborg tech 
(Superintelligence 5 paths)

2. Government - The Leah Collective, 
(also known as the Politically Integrated 
Global Network), 

3. Ethics - Efficiency, Superproductivity, 
and Equality.

4. Entertainment - Augmented VR is an 
easy to access tool that lets you be 
transported wherever needed. 

5. Nature - Polished sustainable and 
efficient superparks. (have led to an 
unfortunate superpest problem - still 
unresolved)



Extreme Being 

1. Technology - should be used as 
little as possible.

2. Government - Decentralized and 
horizontal. Everyone has a voice. 
Rules are only suggested.

3. Ethics - Hyper compassion, life 
and now-ness is sacred and 
should be honored.

4. Entertainment - Liberal Arts, and 
activities that help connect with 
nature

5. Nature - is home. Found outside 
the outskirts of the ED world are the 
remnants of nature. Which EB cares 
for and protects





“Think left and think right and 
think low and think high. Oh, 
the things you can think if 
you only try!” 

- Theodor Geisel (Dr. Seuss) 



Tech:  should be used as little as possible. Old solar 
panels and non-human translators are among the only 

tech this group uses.

Tech: Supercyborg tech, that consists in a 
combination of: AI, Genetic modification of 

Superhumans, Whole Brain Emulation, 
Brain-Computer Interfaces (implants), and Networks.
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Extreme Being Extreme Doing

Key words: Tibet Buddhism + 
Christiana + Occupy + Conservative 

tech Skepticists

Key words: Dashboards + Quantitative & 
formula based life + Superintelligence + 

Super-sustainable cities



Extreme Being Extreme Doing

Food: Engineered-free, grown in a 
permaculture garden with love and 

presence.

Food: Bio-engineered food with adequately 
balanced nutritients for all body types in 

different shapes, forms and tastes!



Family: An open family that looks more 
like a big friendship circle, rather than a 

selected few.

Family: Single person oriented lifestyle, 
where AI can offer emotional support, and 

children are given through a fair lottery.
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